More Room* to Move with PROXI Plus

PROXI Plus – an innovation from the house of Proxitron.

* more sensing distance * more possibilities
* more freedom * more lifetime
Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 30
Housing size: M 30 / L= 80 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 35
Housing size: Ø 34 / L=80 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 55
Housing size: Ø 54 / L=68 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 80
Housing size: 80x80x40 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 90
Housing size: Ø 80 / H=67 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 105
Housing size: 110x110x43 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 150
Housing size: Ø 163 / H=64 mm
Housing material: PBT
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 150
Housing size: 170x170x68 mm
Housing material: PBT / Aluminium
Mounting: non flush

Sensing distance $S_n$ (mm): 150
Housing size: 280x150x68 mm
Housing material: PBT / Aluminium
Mounting: non flush